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Generalized oscillator strengths �GOS� for the dipole forbidden quadrupole allowed Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
�LBH� valence transition of N2 have been calculated. Complete active space self-consistent-field �CAS� and
multireference configuration interaction �MRCI� wave functions of several types have been used and their
effects on the computed GOS profiles discussed. Orthogonal and nonorthogonal molecular orbitals have been
employed. The latter allows the explicit inclusion of relaxation effects in the excited state leading to a clear
spectra interpretation. Hartree-Fock �HF� and CAS wave functions have been compared as a previous step
before the MRCI calculations. Differences between the respective GOS profiles were found, with the CAS
MRCI GOS curve being slightly closer to experiment than the HF MRCI one. Agreement between the present
theoretical CAS MRCI GOS profile employing nonorthogonal orbitals and recent experimental results are very
favorable, being the best one among available theoretical calculations in the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements and calculations of generalized oscillator
strengths �GOS�, a quantity proportional to high energy elec-
tron impact differential cross sections, provide information
of major importance for discrete and continuum molecular
spectra interpretation �1–6�. GOS profiles, which are experi-
mentally derived from electron impact spectroscopy instead
of photon absorption, allow dipole forbidden electronic tran-
sitions, in addition to dipole allowed ones, to be measured
and studied. In particular, the molecular nitrogen, which is a
major component of the earth atmosphere, has an important
valence dipole forbidden transition at 9.3 eV. This quadru-
pole allowed transition, called the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield
�LBH� band, corresponds to the X 1�g

+→a 1�g transition and
is considered according to Leung as “one of the classic
benchmark molecular systems for absolute GOS measure-
ments today” �5�.

Experimental measurements of the LBH GOS were first
made in the pioneer Lassetre group �7�. Other measurements
followed �8–12� including the 1999 result of Leung �5�. Con-
cerning the theoretical side, there are only three works on
this band, namely, the Tamn-Dancoff �TDA� and random
phase �RPA� approximations of Szabo and Ostlund �13�, the
Hartree-Fock of Chung and Lin �14� and the Hartree-Fock
configuration interaction of Ref. �1�. Szabo and Ostlund used
a minimal basis set of Slate-type orbitals and Chung and Lin
employed several small basis sets eventually including polar-
ization functions. As these theoretical GOS results were ob-
tained at insufficient levels of theory, they will not be further

discussed. An early work �1� used a hand-made
�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� Gaussian basis set that started
from an old Dunning double-� basis set and added s and p
diffuse functions and a d-polarization function. As far as the
authors are concerned, Ref. �1� is the most recent calculation
on this transition. The three theoretical works described the
electron scattering through the first Born approximation.

A more efficient computer code for GOS calculations
through the first Born approximation was developed and
used to study the LBH band in the present work. The pro-
gram allows the possibility of including the effect of direct
relaxation of excited orbitals as opposed to the frozen-core
approximation usually employed �13,14�. In order to obtain
more accurate theoretical GOS profiles of this band, make
comparisons with more recent experimental results �5� and to
further test our developed code, we revisit theoretically the
Lyman-Birge Hopfield band. We have used Hartree-Fock or
complete active space self-consistent-field �CAS� followed
by multireference configuration interaction �MRCI� wave
functions of several types as well as orthogonal and nonor-
thogonal molecular orbitals. The effect of the wave function
and relaxation degree in the GOS results is discussed.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The GOS fon for the transition between the 0 and n states,
in the first Born approximation is given by the following
expression �15�:
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where K is the transferred momentum and equals k0−kn, k0
and kn are the momenta of the incident and scattered elec-
tron, respectively. The degeneracy of the final state is repre-
sented by gn, being 2 for a � state and �E is the transition
energy. The summation is over the N electrons in the target
molecule localized by the corresponding r j vector. The elec-
tronic wave functions for the initial �0� and final �n� states
are given by �0 and �n. A summation over all the final
vibrational levels is implied. Therefore, the reported fon val-
ues correspond to the whole band. The integration over �
results from averaging over the orientation of the molecular
axis with respect to K, i.e., the classical average.

Several configuration interaction wave functions were
used to describe both electronic states. Multireference CI
�MRCI� wave functions were generated from a reference
space constructed from a previous CI singles and doubles
�CISD� calculation including only configurations from the
latter with CI coefficients over 0.1. The active space con-
sisted of the first 13 virtual orbitals in this way making up 20
orbitals. The other CI wave functions included a previous
CAS calculation before the CI step. The CAS calculation
included the full valence space of N2 �FVCAS�. The CAS
MRCI employed as reference space CAS configurations hav-
ing coefficients over 0.1. For the largest basis set used, the
�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� set �1�, about 33 000 configura-
tions were generated for each state. A larger active space was
also employed—see below. In the GOS computations includ-
ing relaxation of the orbitals, a separate FVCAS was done
for each state. In the froze-core approximation, where the
same CAS wave functions were used for both states, state
averaged orbitals provided a balanced set of molecular orbit-
als for the CI wave function �16,17�. Therefore, GOS calcu-
lations employed HF CISD, HF MRCI, CAS CISD, and
CAS MRCI wave functions expanded on contracted Gauss-
ian basis sets.

Three different Gaussian basis sets have been used.
A previously used �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� �1�, the
aug-cc - pVDZ basis set and a triple-zeta cc-pVTZ excluding
the f function �18�, thereafter called cc-pVTZ�. The reason
for the exclusion of the f function is that this angular mo-
mentum has not yet been implemented in our code. The basis
sets size was determined by our computer limitations. All
calculations were carried out at the N2 equilibrium distance
of 2.068a0.

Two different approaches for the molecular orbital set
were employed to describe the LBH transition. In the first
one, both ground and excited states were described from the
same set of orthogonal orbitals, optimized for the molecular
ground state, the so-called frozen-core approximation. Vir-
tual orbitals were obtained according to the modified virtual
orbitals �MVO� technique �19� with the removal of two elec-
trons. This approach improves the excited character of the
virtual orbitals, being specially important for orthogonal cal-
culations. In the second type of molecular orbitals used to
build the wave functions for the GOS calculations, the orbit-

als of each state were independently converged for each elec-
tronic state. In this case the virtual orbitals were not modi-
fied. Therefore, a complete relaxation of the excited state
molecular orbitals was achieved—this is the nonorthogonal
case.

The classical, or rotational average, in the first Born ap-
proximation framework, is carried out through a transition
density matrix generated for the CI wave function of both
states, using orthogonal or nonorthogonal orbitals. This ap-
proach is particularly important since it is possible to com-
pute the GOS for a large number of transferred momenta
values without great computational demand. Since the rota-
tional integral is done numerically, we did test calculations to
obtain the optimum size of the two-dimensional grid �i.e.,
number of points along each angle�. HF CISD wave func-
tions, nonorthogonal orbitals and the largest basis set were
employed for this test. Let us define a pair of numbers, the
first to represent the � integration and the second the 	 one.
After running GOS test calculations we reached the conclu-
sion that the �28,58� grid is sufficient to obtain an equivalent
accuracy when compared with larger grids and at the same
computational cost. In order to illustrate this point: the
�28,58� grid takes 29.90 minutes and contains 1624 points
for a GOS calculation while the �97,199� grid, with
298.75 min and 19 303 points, presents results of similar ac-
curacy.

All calculations employed a 933 MHz computer with
256 Mb of RAM. The electronic HF and CAS wave func-
tions were obtained with the GAMESS-US program while for
the CI wave functions a program developed by Hollauer and
co-workers was used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Basis sets effects

First, we discuss the effect of the type of basis set and
wave functions on frozen-core �orthogonal� and relaxed
�nonorthogonal� computations of GOS. The GOS calcula-
tions employed the following wave functions: CAS, CAS
CISD�, CAS CISD, CAS MRCI�, and CAS MRCI. All the
CI calculations used the full set of orbitals generated by the
corresponding Gaussian basis set except the ones that have
the label�. In such cases, the CI wave funtions were con-
structed from a reduced active space composed of the first 20
orbitals. The basis set �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� has a total of
60 functions while the other two sets have 50.

For the orthogonal CAS wave functions using the three
basis sets the GOS results are essentially indistinguishable
showing a maximum at K2�1.0 a.u. However, the picture
changes when a CISD wave function is obtained from the
CAS. While the �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� //CAS CISD� re-
sults have the maximum at �1.0 a.u. the other basis sets
have them at �0.8 a.u.; for greater values of K2 the
�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� //CAS CISD� calculation presents
the lower values. When all orbitals are included in the CI
calculation, the curves’ pattern is more well behaved,
with the calculated GOS showing descending values in
the following basis set order: �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d�,
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aug-cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ� and coinciding for large K2 values.
The behavior of the GOS for the CAS MRCI wave functions
with reduced and complete active spaces is similar to the
CAS CISD calculations involving the same active spaces, so
the previous discussion applies here. These theoretical GOS
values are close to the experimental values �5,10� except at
the maximum regions where theory overestimate experiment,
especially the �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� results.

For nonorthogonal calculations the overall behavior is
similar to the orthogonal computations. The noticeable dif-
ferences are �i� for the CAS calculation the maximum region
is slightly dislocated to the left; �ii� the CISD and MRCI
calculations with reduced active space are similar to the pre-
vious orthogonal results, but in the former the difference
among the results is lower, being almost inexistent between
aug-cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ� basis sets; this shows that in-
clusion of relaxation improves the convergence for the three
basis sets; �iii� The CAS CISD GOS, that includes the com-
plete active space and nonorthogonal orbitals, present a simi-
lar pattern compared with the orthogonal results, but the dif-
ference among them is lower; �iv� the results at the highest
level, CAS MRCI, show the same overall behavior of the
orthogonal results, however the agreement among them is
not present at the maximum region, although the ordering as
function of the basis set is maintained.

Some conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis.
While the CAS calculations do not differentiate the basis set
quality, the CAS CISD and CAS MRCI GOS show distinct
results for each one, especially at the maximum
region. It is interesting to note that although the
�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� basis set is the largest, the results
with the correlation consistent basis sets are closer to the
experimental results �see later�. This might indicate the more
balanced character and appropriateness of the correlation
consistent basis set than “hand-made ones.” This approach
could allow in the future basis-set extrapolation of the GOS,
as was done before for optical oscillator strengths �17,20�.
The sequence of wave functions just presented may be

thought of as an hierarchical sequence of wave functions, as
the clear cut one existing for coupled-cluster wave functions
�17,21�.

B. Transition energies

One measure of the quality and balancing of the theoret-
ical description of ground and excited states, and of proper-
ties computed from them, is the vertical transition energy.
Although the comparison with experimental data should be
viewed with caution �22�, especially for polyatomics, it is
still illuminating and will be carried out in the following.

In Table I the computed transitions energies for the
Lyman-Birge-Hopfield band are presented along available
experimental values. All calculations presented transition en-
ergies higher than the measured values. The computed values
decrease with the increase of wave-function quality �i.e, the
correlation level�. The CAS wave functions have transition
energies over 10 eV, with the use of nonorthogonal values
reducing them �0.14eV. The CISD and MRCI calculations
employing the reduced active space � � label� presented also
transition energies over 10 eV, the exception being for the
cc-pVTZ� basis set. The best agreement with the experi-
mental values comes from the wave functions including
all generated orbitals, namely, CAS CISD and CAS MRCI.
It may be noticed that the transition energies for these wave-
functions showed similar values for the aug-cc-pVDZ and
cc-pVTZ� basis sets. The computed transition energy
showing the best agreement with experiment used the
cc-pVTZ� //CAS MRCI method with nonorthogonal orbitals.
This value showed a difference of less than 2% when com-
pared with the experimental average. A lowering of 0.20 eV
was obtained with the nonorthogonal orbitals, a patent mani-
festation of the importance of relaxation effects even in a
valence transition. The best calculation available until now,
the HF CI calculations by Hollauer and co-workers including
up to quadruple excitations and nonorthogonal orbitals �1�,
obtained 9.80 eV for the transition energy, a result worse
than ours.

TABLE I. Comparison between computed transition energies using different basis sets, orthogonal and nonorthogonal orbitals, wave-
functions and experimental data. Table values reported in electron-volts �eV�.

Level

�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� aug-cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ�

Orthogonal Nonorthogonal Orthogonal Nonorthogonal Orthogonal Nonorthogonal

CAS 10.32 10.17 10.32 10.18 10.37 10.24

CAS/CISD�R� 10.24 10.41 10.14 10.27 9.98 10.01

CAS/CISD 9.83 9.78 9.75 9.73 9.79 9.77

CAS/MRCI�R� 10.19 10.34 10.04 10.20 9.80 9.84

CAS/MRCI 9.71 9.70 9.62 9.62 9.68 9.48

Experimental

Lucas �10� 9.2

Fainelli �11� 9.32

Barbieri �12� 9.35

Leung �5� 9.3
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The computed transition energies show similar trends of
the GOS calculations: the values get closer to the experi-
mental values with the inclusion of more electronic correla-
tion through higher quality wave functions. This hierarchy
of wave functions is identical to the one discussed in the
preceding section for the GOS. Similarly, one could estab-
lish the following sequence of basis set quality:
�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d�, aug-cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ�. It
should be stressed that this basis set sequence does not fol-
low the number of basis functions of each set, and might be
an indication of the inadequacy of basis set “hand-made”
construction for high accuracy computation of transition
properties.

C. Relaxation effects

In order to systematically investigate relaxation effects,
GOS calculations were carried out with the three basis sets
employing orthogonal �i.e., frozen core approximation� and
nonorthogonal orbitals.

With the exception of the CAS GOS, the other GOS com-
putations employing the CAS CISD�, CAS CISD, CAS
MRCI�, and CAS MRCI wave fuctions and the cc-pVTZ�
basis set present orthogonal and nonorthogonal results essen-
tially coincident. The differences between orthogonal and
nonorthogonal CAS GOS values seem to indicate that the
CAS orbitals optimized for the ground state are not capable
of describing the relaxation effects occurring in the excited
states. A similar trend was observed in the optical oscillator
strengths computations of a valence-Rydberg transition in
water �17�. Concerning these GOS calculations, the same
wave functions and the other two basis sets, some comments
are in order. The GOS results employing the CAS CISD�,
and the CAS MRCI�, wave functions, which did not use the
whole set of molecular orbitals �i.e., using a restricted active
space�, for the �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� and aug-cc-pVDZ
basis sets, do not show coincident GOS curves. This fact
may be an indication of insufficient correlation recovery for
GOS calculations with the �12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� and
aug-cc-pVDZ basis sets combined with CAS CISD� and
CAS MRCI� wave functions and orthogonal and nonor-
thogonal orbitals. This is the opposite situation of the GOS
results using the cc-pVTZ� basis set and the same wave
functions.

The situation just presented indicates that the cc-pVTZ�
basis set is the most adequate for GOS calculations of this
valence transition. This will be further considered when we
compare our results with experimental GOS data.

D. Correlation effects and comparison with previous theoretical
and experimental results

The importance of correlation effects is well known for
the calculation of ground state properties, but these effects
are especially critical when excited states are involved. In
Fig. 1 we present the results of GOS calculations employing
the wave functions above described, the cc-pVTZ� basis set
with orthogonal �a� and nonorthogonal �b� orbitals.

Concerning a hierarchical sequence of wave functions in
order of increasing accuracy �i.e., approaching the experi-

mental data�, the GOS behavior for orthogonal and nonor-
thogonal follows the order: CAS, CAS CISD� CAS MRCI�,
CAS CISD, and CAS MRCI. It is worth noticing that the
separation between the CAS CISD and CAS MRCI GOS
curves is more pronounced for relaxed orbitals.

An important, though unexplored question, arises when
GOS results computed with HF, CAS, HF MRCI, and CAS
MRCI wave functions are compared �20�. This comparison
could establish, concerning the GOS for the LBH transition,
if there is any difference on the computed results depending
on the use of CAS wave functions, which also optimizes
molecular orbitals, or Hartree-Fock ones, which do not opti-
mize them. We have done that using the
�12s ,7p ,1d� / �9s ,5p ,1d� basis set and orthogonal orbitals.
The major differences are between HF MRCI� and
CAS MRCI� GOS curves, which employ a smaller reference
CI space than in the HF MRCI and CAS MRCI curves. The
latter wave functions present very close GOS curves and are
the closest to the experimental data �see below�. It is inter-
esting to notice that the GOS curves using the CI singles and
doubles �CISD� wave function are indistinguishable whether
the previous step employs Hartree-Fock or CAS orbitals, al-
though the HF MRCI and CAS MRCI results are closer to
experiment, as will be discussed later.

In Fig. 2 we compare our GOS CAS MRCI//cc-pVTZ�
calculations employing nonorthogonal orbitals �full curve�,
our most accurate one, with the previous theoretical and ex-

FIG. 1. Calculated GOS profiles at different correlation levels
�i.e., wave functions� using �a� orthogonal and �b� nonorthogonal
orbitals.
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perimental results, separated in two panels for clarity rea-
sons. Note the log scale in the square of the transferred mo-
mentum axis. In fact, as can be inferred from the GOS pat-
terns shown in Fig. 1 using different wave functions, our
most accurate GOS curve has the best agreement with ex-
periment. The calculated transition energy at this level has
also the best agreement with experiment, as can be seen in
Table I.

In panels �a� and �b� our GOS curve is compared with the
available experimental results excepting Wong et al. �8� as
they are overestimated, as discussed later by the same group
�12�. Previous theoretical results of one of us Ref. �1� are
included in both panels as a past theoretical reference. The
latter were the HF CI values including excitations up to qua-
druples.

The range of the transferred moment squared �K2� in Fig.
2 goes up to 5.3a.u. In panel �a� it can be seen that our results
show a good agreement with the experimental results of Lu-
cas �10� and Fainelli �11�, but diverges for large K2 values.
Our agreement at the maximum region is superior compared
with previous theoretical results of one of us Ref. �1�. It is
worth to notice that our GOS calculations using less corre-
lated wave functions overestimates the maximum region val-
ues. The same conclusions can be drawn from the compari-
sons with other experimental results �panel �b��, the
agreement with the most recent data of Leung �5� being quite
good even for large K2 values.

IV. CONCLUSION

Theoretical calculations of generalized oscillator strengths
for the dipole-forbidden quadrupole-allowed of the Lyman-
Birge-Hopfield of N2 have been presented. For a long time
our group has dedicated several efforts the interpretation of
electron impact spectroscopy �1,3,4,23,24�. Recently, a more
efficient computer code was developed for GOS and CI cal-
culations, that was used in this work.

Several wave functions at the CAS and CI level and three
different basis sets have been employed. We could clearly
establish the following hierarchical sequence of wave func-
tions: CAS, CAS CISD�, CAS CISD, CAS MRCI�, and
CAS MRCI. All the CI calculations employed the full set of
orbitals generated by the corresponding Gaussian basis set
except the ones that have the label� that used a reduced ac-
tive space composed of the first 20 orbitals. We have com-
pared HF and CAS wave functions as a previous step before
the MRCI calculations. It was verified the presence of differ-
ences between the respective GOS profiles, with the CAS
MRCI GOS profile being slightly closer to the experiment
than the HF MRCI one. Concerning the basis sets, it could be
settled that the superiority of the Dunning correlation consis-
tent basis sets as opposed to “hand-made” ones. Relaxation

FIG. 2. Comparison between computed GOS
profile computed at the cc-pVTZ� //CAS/MRCI
level with nonorthogonal orbitals and available
experimental data.
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effects were shown to play a considerable role in transition
energies and GOS calculations. The GOS results obtained at
the highest level, CAS MRCI//cc-pVTZ�, presented very
good agreement with experimental results, including recent
ones.
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